A Taste of Hong Kong S4 | 3x30
Available worldwide Feb. 2018
Award-winning actress, rockstar, fashion icon and producer Josie Ho is hanging out with some of Asia's most hip social media influencers. From the hidden hipster vibe of Old Town Central, to discovering the best places to go after dark, to exploring Hong Kong's lesser known great outdoors, Josie gives her visiting guests a taste of Hong Kong like never before.

African Shark Safari | 1x60
Madagascar is not known as a location for great white sharks. According to the shark sanctuary here, both great whites and tigers are ‘extinct’ in Madagascan waters. So why has a great white shark, tagged in South Africa, traveled 1,500 miles up the African coast to Madagascar? Craig O’Connell and the team make the long journey to the remote island nation to investigate.

Alien Sharks: Stranger Fins | 1x60
Alien Sharks is back in search of some of the world’s strangest sharks. Dr. Craig O’Connell goes to the Bass Strait for sawsharks, while Victoria Elena Vasquez and Dr. David Ebert go into deep water in Tokyo Bay to find the star of the show, theoblin shark. They find both and many more.

The Auto Firm with Alex Vega | 8x60
For visionary designer Alex Vega, custom cars are like an art form, a way for owners to express their unique personality while enjoying the thrill of driving. Vega has built a thriving business creating exceptional supercars for super stars including Marc Anthony, M.L.B. star Yoenis Cespedes, and undefeated championship boxer Floyd Mayweather.

Darkness | 6x60
Available now in the U.S. and worldwide Jan. 2018
Inspired by sensory-deprivation training used by NASA and Special Forces, Darkness is a groundbreaking next-generation challenge of mental and physical survival. Three survivalists are trapped inside cave systems, abandoned mines and underground labyrinths for up to six days, pushing themselves to their mental and physical limits, working as a team to survive and find the exit back to the light.

Devil Sharks | 1x60
From active to extinct, and at every stage in between, volcanoes hold a strong attraction for sharks of all kinds. Across the world, sharks congregate and concentrate around volcanoes and volcanic islands. What is it about volcanoes that make them shark hotspots? Dr. Mike Heithaus dives in several volcanoes to find out.

JumpCut Asia | 4x25
Available worldwide Jan. 2018
Eight short films capture the wild and quirky side of Southeast Asia, bringing viewers into the realities and dreams of a common humanity. Weaved together in an engaging collection of thought-provoking yet humorous stories, these films are part of Discovery Channel’s and IMDA’s initiative that showcases creative approaches in filmmaking.

John Eales Reveals: The Haka | 1x60
Available worldwide Jan. 2018
Rugby union legend John Eales has only one regret in his career - that as captain of his country in 1996, he and the Wallabies turned their backs on the All Blacks as they performed the Haka in Wellington, triggering outrage on both sides of The Ditch. Now he’s ready to make peace with his past. Follow Eales as he sets out to understand the cultural, historical, social, and psychological aspects that makes the Haka not just the greatest pre-match ritual in world sport, but a pivotal part of New Zealand’s culture and identity.

Lair of the Sawfish | 1x60
The sawfish. One of the most incredible and bizarre species found in our oceans. Sometimes called a carpenter shark, this monster fish is recognized by its most unique feature - a jagged saw for a nose. For centuries, the strange body shape of the sawfish has been a symbol both of awe and fear. Deep off the coast of Florida lies a shipwreck that may be home to the critically endangered sawfish. It’s been called the ‘missing link’ between sharks and rays. Now, a team of researchers are on a potentially deadly mission, to find and document sites that are critical to the species’ survival.

Man Made Marvels: Taichung Metropolitan Opera House | 1x60
The National Taichung Theatre will be to Taichung what the Opera House is to Sydney. Dreamed up by Japanese architect Toyo Ito, the radical concept is inspired by nature and made up of a network of complex and continuous concrete caves held together by curved walls. The unique Taichung theatre scores points for human ingenuity but both designers and builders must go beyond the boundaries of conventional construction wisdom to achieve it.

My Big Fat Pet Makeover | 8x60
Available in the U.S. Oct. 1st and worldwide Jan. 2018
Over 50% of dogs and cats in the US are overweight and obese, leading to huge health issues that take years off a life. Animal expert and pet trainer Travis Brorsen is surprising families to help pet owners save their pets lives. In each episode, Travis will create individual diet and exercise programs for the animals.
My Little Pony Friendship is Magic S7 | 26x30
Available worldwide Nov. 1st
In the fairytale village of Ponyville, Twilight Sparkle meets five new ponies. Through exciting and enchanted adventures, they teach her about the most powerful magic of all - the magic of friendship.

Outrageous Acts of Science 5B | 10x60
Hosted by a team of top scientists including astrophysicist Hakeem Oluseyi and physicist Debbie Berebichez, each episode counts down the 20 best viral science stunt clips from the web and explains the science behind them.

Phelps vs. Shark: Great Gold vs. Great White | 1x60
They are one of the fastest and most efficient predators on the planet: sharks. He is our greatest champion to ever get in the water: Michael Phelps with 39 world records and 23 Olympic gold medals. But he has one competition left to win, an event so monumental no one has ever attempted it before. The world's most decorated athlete takes on the ocean's most efficient predator. It's Phelps V Shark!

Rancher, Farmer, Fisherman | 1x120
From the Montana Rockies to the wheat fields of Kansas families who work the land and sea are working to protect the natural resources vital to their livelihoods and the nation. An official selection of the 2017 Sundance Film Festival, this film is the next chapter of conservation heroism, set deep in America's heartland. Narrated by award-winning journalist Tom Brokaw.

Return to the Isle of Jaws | 1x60
Available worldwide Jan. 2018
Divers and scientists return to the isle of jaws to unlock the mysteries of this new great white hot spot, just south of Western Australia. They make a startling discovery that causes them to re-think everything they thought they knew about great whites.

Say Yes to the Dress: Asia | 8x30
Available worldwide excluding the U.S., Dec. 1st
Say Yes to the Dress has set up its first pop-up boutique in Asia to help brides find their perfect dress. Bridal designer Jovian Mandagie and image consultant, Daphne Iking, work with designers from leading boutiques around Asia to make each bride's dream come true.

Shark-Croc Showdown | 1x60
Available worldwide Jan. 2018
Dr. Mark Meekan and conservationist Paul de Gelder go on an expedition to the Cobourg Peninsula in the Northern Territory of Australia. Meekan is there to count sharks and species as part of Vulcan's Global FinPrint project. Paul de Gelder is there to see sharks and crocs fight over sea turtles.

Shark Vortex | 1x60
Each summer the Gulf Stream pushes north into the waters of southern New England, bringing with it 30 species of sharks. Greg Skomal and Joe Romeiro study the annual spectacle, focusing on three sharks - makos, great whites, and porbeagles - that can out-swim, out-think, and out-compete all the others.

Sharks and the City: LA | 1x60
Along the coastline of LA, great white sharks are increasing and they seem to be hunting out of season. Dr. Chris Lowe, Director of the CSULB Shark Lab, wants to know why. His investigation takes him to Guadalupe Island, off Mexico, where he finds the answer.

Sharks and the City: New York | 1x60
For decades, great white shark numbers were in decline in the waters around New York. But now, seals are back in New York Harbor - can the great whites be far behind? Marine biologist Craig O'Connell tries to find out how close they really are, and shows what a future with great whites in New York will look like.

Shark Swarm | 1x60
At various times of the year and in different locations around the world, sharks of many kinds gather, swarm, and spiral. Dr. Tristan Guttridge and Ornella Weideli conduct a study of just what brings them together, and what's going on in these shark 'societies'.

Shark School with Michael Phelps | 1x60
Michael Phelps joins Doc Gruber and Tristan Guttridge of the Bimini Shark Lab to get a crash course on everything 'shark.' They'll dispel the myths and common misconceptions, teach him how to safely dive with sharks - including how to stay calm when a hammerhead swims two feet above his face!

Tech Toys 360 S5 | 13x30
Available worldwide Dec. 1st
Exciting and cutting-edge, Tech Toys 360 scours the globe to bring viewers VIP access to the most innovative technology of the 21st century. From the Italian super car, the eVantra Millecavalli to a sustainable and futuristic ecocapsule, explore the most up-to-date high-tech gadgetry, super distinct designs and revolutionary vehicles, and meet the innovators behind these modern wonders.

The Lost Cage | 1x60
A team of explorers float in a one-of-a-kind shark cage, 500 miles into the Gulf of Mexico. Acting as human lures in the open ocean will they encounter its deadliest shark?
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